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Shot 1: Huskie Toons Logo. Shot 2: Presents. Shot 3: Wave Riders Cartoon Opening.

Shot 4: Title Oil Trouble. Shot 5: Team pack riding their Wave 
Rider Boards. 

Shot 6: Leon tells the others to get 
ready for this year’s race.
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Shot 1: Kassie Excited to spend fun in 
the sun and this year’s race.

Shot 2: Clash hopes they can win this 
year unlike last year.

Shot 3: Team Pack made it to the 
beach.

Shot 4: Team pack discovers the ocean 
is covered with oil. 

Shot 5: Sea creature are sad. Shot 6: Laura wonders what happen 
here?.
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Shot 1: Kassie feels bad for the sea 
creatures. 

Shot 2: Tye wonders who would do 
such a thing?

Shot 3: An oil barrel washes to the 
shore.

Shot 4: Team pack approaches the oil 
barrel.

Shot 5: The Barrel Has A monstie 
Symbol, Leon Learns it was the mon-
sties.

Shot 6: Leon discovers that they’re 
the ones who polluting the ocean.
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Shot 1: Monstie pouring barrels of oil 
on their boat. 

Shot 2: Monstie Green tells the other 
monsties that should be enough oil to 
poison the ocean.

Shot 3: Monstie Pink wonders that 
someone might came across the plan.

Shot 4: Monstie Green tells her not to 
be silly and who would try to stop 
them.

Shot 5: Monstie Pinks and tells him 
like them. 

Shot 6: Team Pack riding their boards 
to the monstie’s boat.
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Shot 1: Monstie Green gets angry 
about leon and his gang never going to 
give up.

Shot 2: Monstie Green tells yellow to 
give them a warning shot.

Shot 3: Monstie Yellow makes noises.

Shot 4: Yellow fires bombs at them. Shot 5: Leon and his gang dodges the 
bombs.

Shot 6: Yellow spits more bombs.
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Shot 1: Leon and the gang dodges 
more. 

Shot 2: The bomb hits Kassie off her 
board (Splash).

Shot 3: Kassie splashes around and 
calling the others to help.

Shot 4: Tye and Clash comes and res-
cues Kassie. 

Shot 5: Team pack catches up on the 
boat.

Shot 6: Leon Tells monstie green the 
water pollution must stop.
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Shot 1: Team pack flies up the boat. Shot 2: Team pack jumps of their 
boards and lands on the deck.

Shot 3: Leon telling green that he is 
harming the living creatures in the 
ocean.

Shot 4: Monstie Green tells him he 
wouldn’t try to stop now.

Shot 5: Monstie Green breathes fire. Shot 6: Team pack dodges the flames.
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Shot 1: Team pack starts to fight the 
monsties. 

Shot 2: Monstie Pink squirts liquid 
from her truck.

Shot 3: Team pack gets cover in the 
liquid. 

Shot 4: Team pack tied up. Shot 5: Monstie Green evilly happy to 
get team pack and tells them they 
thought they would stop their evil plan.

Shot 6: Laura tells them they can’t do 
this and their going to endanger the 
lives of innocent sea creatures.
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Shot 1: Clash tells him she’s right, 
they should seattle this in a wave rid-
er race.

Shot 2: Monstie Green thinks, tells 
them since they put it that way and 
start the race.

Shot 3: Monstie Green tells them if 
they win they’ll stop polluting the 
ocean, but if they win they’ll continue 
polluting the ocean.

Shot 4: Leon said it’s settled and tell 
them to untie him and others first.

Shot 5: Monstie Green replies deal. Shot 6: Team pack and the monsties 
on the race track in the ocean.
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Shot 1: Sno-Flo appears and announc-
ing the race against team monsties 
and team pack. 

Shot 2: camera zoom through the track.  
Sno-flo: “in this one lap race it’ll be a 
challenge of who will be the wave rider 
in the ocean.”

Shot 3: floating starting lights red 1, 
2,3, green go!.

Shot 4: Team pack and monstie take 
off.

Shot 5: Laura and Kassie passing 
through the buoys. 

Shot 6: Monstie pink and yellow going 
through the water water slide.
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Shot 1: Leon and Tye behind them. Shot 2: Monstie Pink sprays her liquid 
at tye.

Shot 3: Monstie Yellow fires a bomb at 
leon.

Shot 4: Leon and tye dodges it. Shot 5: all four Lands on the ocean. Shot 6: Two monsties were about to go 
to the finish line.
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Shot 1: Dolphin came out of nowhere. Shot 2: Dolphin jumps in the water. Shot 3: the Waves pushes monstie yel-
low and pink off the track.

Shot 4: Leon and tye passes the finish 
line.

Shot 5: Kassie, Laura and clash passes 
the finish line too.

Shot 6: audience cheers.
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Shot 1: Monsties at beach cleaning the 
ocean and the sea creature.

Shot 2: Clean sea creatures swim hap-
pily in the clean side.

Shot 3: Leon tells them to make sure 
to clean every sea creature in the 
ocean.

Shot 4: Monstie green said alright 
(grumbles.)

Shot 5: Team pack laughs. Shot 6: the dolphin laughs with them.



Shot 1 
Video 
The End. pmade in Fair-

fax, VA 22031. 
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Shot 1 
Video 
A huskie Toons release. 
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